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1. Introduction

Knowledge is not a simple concept to define, and although many definitions have been given of it, only a few describe the concept with enough detail to grasp it in practical terms; knowledge is sometimes seen as a thing out in the real word waiting to be uncovered and taken in by the receptive mind; however, knowledge is not a thing to be encountered and taken in, no knowledge can be found in any mind without first have been processed by cognition. Knowledge is not something just to be uncovered or transmitted and stored, it has to be constructed. The construction of knowledge involves the use of previous knowledge and different cognitive processes, which play an intertwined function to facilitate the development of association between the new concepts to be acquired and previously acquired concepts. Knowledge is about information that can be used or applied, that is, it is information that has been contextualised in a certain domain, and therefore, any piece of knowledge is related with more knowledge in a particular and different way in each individual.

In this chapter, a model for the representation of conceptual knowledge is presented. Knowledge can have many facets, but it is basically constituted by static components, called concepts or facts, and dynamic components, called skills, abilities, procedures, actions, etc., which together allow general cognition, including all different processes typically associated to it, such as perceiving, distinguishing, abstracting, modelling, storing, recalling, remembering, etc., which are part of three primary cognitive processes: learning, understanding and reasoning (Ramirez and Cooley, 1997). No one of those processes can live isolated or can be carried out alone, actually it can be said that those processes are part of the dynamic knowledge, and dynamic knowledge typically requires of conceptual or factual knowledge to be used.

In the first section of this chapter, a review of the basic concepts behind knowledge representation and the main types of knowledge representation models is presented; in the second section, a deep explanation of the components of knowledge and the way in which they are acquired is provided; in the third section, a computer model for knowledge representation called Memory Map (MM) that integrates concepts and skills is explained, and in section four, a practical application for the MM in a learning environment is presented.
2. What is knowledge?

There is not a unified definition for the concept of knowledge, diverse definitions from different backgrounds and perspectives have been proposed since the old times; some definitions complement each other and some prove more useful in practical terms. In philosophy we find the very first definitions of knowledge, one of the most accepted ones was provided by Sir Thomas Hobbes in 1651: knowledge is the evidence of truth, which must have four properties: first knowledge must be integrated by concepts; second, each concept can be identified by a name; third, names can be used to create propositions, and fourth, such propositions must be concluding (Hobbes, 1969). Hobbes is also credited with writing the most intuitively and broadly used definition of concept in his book “Leviathan”, Hobbes’s definition has its origins in the traditional Aristotelian view of ideas; this is known as the Representational Theory of the Mind (RTM), till this day RTM continues to be used by most works in Cognitive Science. It must be taken into account that Hobbes’s works were of a political, philosophical and religious nature, for this reason there is not one simple hard interpretation of RTM, in this work we will refer to the most common one which is the following: RTM states that knowledge is defined as the evidence of truth composed by conceptualisations product of the imaginative power of the mind, i.e., cognitive capabilities; ideas here are pictured as objects with mental properties, which is the way most people picture concepts and ideas as abstract objects. RTM is complemented at a higher cognitive level by the Language of Thought Hypothesis (LOTH) from Jerry Fodors proposed in the 70’s (Fodors, 1975). LOTH states that thoughts are represented in a language supported by the principles of symbolic logic and computability, this language is different form the one we to use to speak, it is a separate in which we can write our thoughts and we can validate them using symbolic logic. This definition is much more useful for computer science including Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Informatics, since it implies that reasoning can be formalised into symbols; hence thought can be described and mechanised, and therefore, theoretically a machine should be able to, at least, emulate thought. The idea that thought in itself has a particular language is not unique, in fact there are previous works such as Vygotsky’s Language and Thought (1986) that propose a similar approach. The difference between Vygotsky’s and Fodor’s approach is that LOTH’s is based on a logic system and logic systems can, to an extent, be used for computation, whereas Vygotsky’s work is based more on his observations of experiments with children and how this affects their learning processes and general development. The first approach can be directly linked to knowledge in the hard branch of A.I., for example project CYC which will be discussed in future sections of this chapter, while the second one can be put to better use in the development of practical tools in soft A.I., such as in Intelligent Tutoring Systems and more application oriented agents.

Not as old as Philosophy but still directly relevant to knowledge is Psychology, particularly the branches of Psychology that study the learning process. In Psychology through more empirical methods, a vast number of theories to understand and interpret human behaviour in relation to knowledge have been developed, among the most relevant theories for knowledge representation systems are associative theories also referred to as connectionist theories, cognitive theories and constructivist theories. There is also a group of theories that study behaviour by itself know as behaviourist theories, these theories did have a strong impact on Psychology in general and how humans were perceived to learn. In their classic posture behaviourists do not contemplate an internal cognitive process, only external behaviour, i.e.,
behavioural responses to different stimulus, for this reason behaviourist theories cannot explain thought (Chomsky, 1967) or knowledge in the desired depth, and will not be studied here. Connectionist theories state that knowledge can be described as a number of interconnected concepts, each concept is connected through associations, these are the roots of semantics as means for knowledge representation (Vygotsky, 1986), i.e., what we know today as semantic knowledge representation. Semantic knowledge representation has been proven to be the main driver along with similarity behind reasoning for unstructured knowledge (Crisp-Bright, 2010), traditional connectionist approaches do not account for causality; they just focus on the presence or absence of associations and their quantity. This proves that connectionist theories are not wrong, but they still can’t explain higher cognitive processes and therefore higher types of knowledge. Constructivist theories on the other hand do contemplate more complex reasoning drivers such as causality, probability and context. Most constructivist theories therefore complement connectionist approaches by stating that each group of associations integrate different layers of thought where the difference between in each level is the strength of the associations. As a result, the highest layer is the concept, i.e., an organised and stable structure of knowledge and the lowest layer are loosely coupled heaps of ideas (Vygotsky, 1986). This layered structure for knowledge and the way it is built is the reason why constructivism is so relevant to semantic knowledge, because it presents mechanisms complex enough to represent how semantic knowledge is built to our current understanding.

Cognitive Science has focused on modelling and validating previous theories from almost every other science ranging from Biology and Neuroscience to Psychology and Artificial Intelligence (Eysenck, 2010); because of this, Cognitive Science is positioned as the ideal common ground where knowledge definitions from all of the above disciplines can meet computer oriented sciences, this has in fact been argued by Laird in his proposition of mental models (Laird, 1980) though this theory in reasoning rather than in knowledge. Cognitive Science is therefore a fertile field for new theories or for the formalisation of previous ones through computer models (Marr, 1982). It is common for knowledge in this field to be described through equations, mathematical relations and computer models, for this reason approaches like connectionism in Psychology have been retaken through the modelling of neural networks and similar works (Shastri, 1988). In this more oriented computer approach knowledge is treated as the structure in terms of association’s strength, we will discuss the approach with more detail in the following section. Other famous approaches in this field include Knowledge Space Theory (Doignon & Falmagne, 1999) which defines knowledge as a group of questions which are combined with possible answers to form knowledge states. The possible permutations of operations through set theory of these states are used to create a congruent framework for knowledge, based on the assumption that knowledge can be described as questions and correct answers in its most basic form. Ackoff’s (1989) distinction between data information and knowledge is helpful in providing a practical definition for knowledge in real life. Data are symbols without significance, such as numbers, information is data that also includes basic relations between such symbols in a way that provide meaning, and knowledge is context enriched information that can be used or applied, and serves a purpose or goal. Brown (1989) in her studies of knowledge transfer, states that knowledge in its learning continuum, is composed of theories, causal explanation, meaningful solutions and arbitrary solutions, where theories are networks of concepts, causal explanations are facts, meaningful solutions are isolated pieces of knowledge and arbitrary solutions are random decisions.
Fig. 1. Approaches to Knowledge Representation from different disciplines

As it shown in figure 1 there are several approaches to describe and define knowledge, though most of them come different fields we can compare them through Cognitive Science which has served as a common ground for similar issues in the past. What is of interest here is not to get the most complete specific definition, but a generic definition that can be worked with and used in a computer model. For this reason this work focuses on the common elements in every presented theory, these elements represent a common ground for knowledge representation and any system or model for knowledge representation should consider them:

i. Knowledge is composed of basic units, which we shall refer to as concepts. Some authors use attributes as basic units and others use network structures, however all of them agree on the existence of concepts. The approaches for representing those basic structures will be discussed in section 2.3.

ii. Concepts have associations or relations to other concepts. On this point there is general consensus, the debate on associations is about the representational aspects regarding to the following issues: a) What information should an association contain and b) What elements should be used to describe such information i.e., type, directionality, name, intension, extension, among others. These characteristics will be addressed in section 2.3 and 4.

iii. Associations and concepts build dynamic structures which tend to become stable through time. These structures are the factual or conceptual knowledge. The representation of such structures of knowledge is what varies most, in section 2.1 we will explore several different approaches used to model these structures.

From the consensus it can be assumed that these three key points are the core components of knowledge, other characteristics can be included to create more complete definitions, but
these will be context dependent. With a basic notion of what knowledge is, more interesting questions can be posed in the following sections.

2.1 What types of knowledge do exist?

There are several ways to classify knowledge; the most common distinction is closely related to human memory: the memories related to facts and the memories related to processes, i.e., factual and procedural. Factual or declarative knowledge explains what things are e.g., the dogs eats meat or a dog has a tail. Procedural knowledge explains how things work for example what the dog needs to do in order to eat, e.g. if dog hungry -> find food, then chew food, then swallow, then find more food if still hungry.

We use both types of knowledge in our everyday life; in fact it is hard to completely separate them; however, many computer models can only represent abstract ideal situations with simplified contexts in which each type of knowledge can be clearly identified, but trading off completeness for simplification. The three characteristics of knowledge, discussed in section 2, hold true for both types of knowledge, although they are easier to observe in declarative knowledge because on procedural knowledge concepts are integrated into processes, usually referred to as skills and competences, and the relations between them are imbued in rule sets. An example of declarative knowledge representation and procedural knowledge representation can be seen in figure 2.

![Fig. 2. Example of declarative and procedural knowledge.](www.intechopen.com)
causality, and description of the type of association, among others. Though some computer systems already do this in their knowledge representation such as semantic networks and Bayesian causality networks, they do so mainly on intuitive bases (Crisp-Bright A. K., 2010), where the particular reasoning process used is imbued in the heuristic or algorithm employed for information extraction and processing.

Both of these distinctions are important because they can strongly influence the way in which knowledge is represented, other common types of knowledge include domain specific knowledge which can be regarded as a categorisation of knowledge by subject, such as taxonomic knowledge domain, ecological knowledge domain and causality knowledge domain, among others (Crisp-Bright A.K., 2010).

2.2 What are knowledge representation models?

The purpose of understanding what knowledge is, and what types of knowledge exist, is to allow us to use it in artificial systems. This long standing ambition has been fuelled by the desire to develop intelligent technologies that allow computers to perform complex tasks, be it to assist humans or because humans cannot perform them. In this section it will be explained how knowledge can be used in computer systems by representing it through different knowledge representation models.

Knowledge representation is deeply linked to learning and reasoning processes, as Crisp-Bright states when defining knowledge as “the psychological result of perception, learning and reasoning” (2010). In other words, in order to have any higher level cognitive process, knowledge must be generated, represented, and stored. The works of Newell (1972, 1982, 1986, 1994) and Anderson (1990, 2004) provide comprehensive explanations for the relations between these processes, as well as computer frameworks to emulate them. Both Newell’s Unified theories of Cognition (1994) and Anderson’s Adaptive Character of Thought (1990) theory have strongly influenced today’s knowledge representation models in cognitive and computer sciences, examples include the components of the Cognitive Informatics Theoretical Framework (Wang, 2009). Models are representations of theories that allows us to run simulations and carry out tests that would render outputs predicted by the theory, therefore when we speak of knowledge representation models, we are referring to a particular way of representing knowledge that will allow the prediction of what a system knows and what is capable of with knowledge and reasoning mechanisms. Since most knowledge representation models have been designed to emulate the human brain and its cognitive processes, it is common to find knowledge representation models that focus on long term memory (LTM), short term memory (STM) or combine both types of memory (Newell, 1982).

Having computers that can achieve complex tasks such as driving a car require intelligence. Intelligence involves cognitive processes like learning, understanding and reasoning, and as has been said before, all of these processes require knowledge to support or guide them. As Cognitive Informatics states if computers with cognitive capabilities are desired (Wang, 2003), then computerised knowledge representations are required.

To understand how generic knowledge can be represented in abstract systems we must also understand the types of possible representations, it is important to consider that these representations are descriptions of the types of knowledge; therefore they are usually akin
to particular types of knowledge. A helpful metaphor is to picture types of knowledge as ideas and types of representations as languages, not all languages can express the same ideas with the same quality, there are words which can only be roughly translated.

2.3 Types of knowledge representation models

A distinction should be made between types of knowledge and types of knowledge representation models. Types of knowledge were described in the section 2.1 as declarative vs. procedural and structured vs. unstructured. Types of models are the different ways each type of knowledge can be represented.

The types of representation models used for knowledge systems include distributed, symbolic, non-symbolic, declarative, probabilistic, ruled based, among others, each of them suited for a particular type of reasoning: inductive, deductive, analogy, abduction, etc (Russell & Norvig, 1995). The basic ideas behind each type of knowledge representation model will be described to better understand the complex approaches in current knowledge representation models. Since this is a vast field of research, the focus will be directed to monotonic non probabilistic knowledge representations models.

Symbolic systems are called that way because they use human understandable representations based on symbols as the basic representation unit, each symbols means something i.e., a word, a concept, a skill, a procedure, an idea. Symbolic systems were in fact the original and predominant approach in AI until the late 80’s (Haugeland, 1989). Non-symbolic systems use machine understandable representations based on the configuration of items, such as numbers, or nodes to represent an idea, a concept, a skill, a word, non-symbolic systems are also known as distributed system. Symbolic systems include structures such as semantic networks, rule based systems and frames, whereas distributed systems include different types neural or probabilistic networks, for instance. An example of a symbolic system in the way of semantic network and non-symbolic model in the way of a neural network can be seen in Figure 3.

![Fig. 3. Example of a semantic network for symbolic representation and a neural network for distributed representation.](www.intechopen.com)
As their names states, semantic networks are concept networks where concepts are represented as nodes and associations are represented as arcs (Quillian, 1968), they can be defined as a graphical equivalent for propositional logic (Gentzen, 1935). This type of knowledge representation models rely strongly on similarity, contrast and closeness for conceptual representation or interpretation. In semantic networks, associations have a grade which represents knowledge or strength of the association; learning is represented by increasing the grade of the association or creating new associations between concepts. Semantic networks are commonly used to model declarative knowledge both in structured and an unstructured way, but they are flexible enough to be used with procedural knowledge. When modelling structured knowledge the associations must be directed and have information of causality or hierarchy. Figure 3 on the left shows an example of a semantic network. Semantic networks are based in traditional RTM and associative theories.

Ruled based systems are symbolic representation models focused in procedural knowledge, they are usually organised as a library of rules in the form of condition - action, e.g., if answer is found then stop else keep looking. Rule systems proved to be a powerful way of representing skills, learning and solving problems (Newell’s & Simon’s, 1972, Anderson, 1990), rule based systems are frequently used when procedural knowledge is present. Rule systems might also be used for declarative knowledge generally with classification purposes, e.g., if it barks then is dog else not dog. The else component is not actually necessary, when there is no else component systems do nothing or go to the next rule, an example of a rules can be seen on the right side of figure 2.

A frame is a data-structure for representing a stereotyped situation (Minsky, 1975). Frames can be considered as a type of semantic network which mixes declarative knowledge and structured procedural knowledge. Frames are different from other networks because they are capable of including procedures (fragments of code) within each symbol. This means that each symbol in the network is a frame which contains a procedure, which is called a ‘demon’ (Minsky, 1975), and a group of attributes for the description of the situation. The idea behind the frame is to directly emulate human memory which stores situations that mix procedural and declarative knowledge. When we find ourselves in a situation similar to one we have lived before, we allude to the stereotype stored in our memory so we can know how to react to this new situation. This theory is an attempt at joining unifying several other approaches proposed by psychology, linguistics and Artificial Intelligence.

Very similar and contemporary theory to Minsky’s theory of frames is Shank’s theory of scripts. Scripts are language oriented as their name suggests they resemble a long sentence that describes an action. Scripts are part of the description of a larger plan or goal, which can also be used to model networks similar to those of semantic networks (Shank, 1975). Script theory was originally oriented toward the understanding of human language and focusing on episodic memory, he later used it in his Dynamic Memory Model (1982) to explain higher aspects of cognition. Since scripts and frames have theories resemble so much they are both treated as part of a same sub-group of semantic networks.

Neural networks are the most popular type of distributed knowledge representation models, instead of using a symbol to represent a concept they use an activation pattern over and entire network. A simple way to understand how neural networks work, is by looking at the place from where the idea came, i.e., the human brain. Humans have a number of
neurons connected in a highly complex structure, each time a person thinks thousands or millions of neurons in a localised part of the brain activate. This pattern of activation can be used then to identify a concept or an idea; hence if a tiny specific part of the concept is lost, it does not affect the general idea because what matters is the overall pattern. The pattern is strengthened each time we think about it, we refer to this as training of a network. Neural Networks emulate this cognitive process of mental reconstruction.

As shown in the right side of figure 3, in a Neural Network attributes are used as basic inputs. The combination of these inputs will activate an input layer and will generate a pattern of propagation until it reaches the last layer where it will return the result of a function which could be a concept. Even though neural networks are very flexible and robust for knowledge representation of certain structures, they cannot be used for vast amount of knowledge, since they become too complex for implementation over a small amount of time. The second reason why neural networks are not used as large scale knowledge representation models is that they must be trained so they can learn the patterns which will identify specific concepts; this means that knowledge must be previously modelled as training sets before it can fed unto the net, thus it becomes unpractical for average knowledge retrieval. Also it is worth mentioning that the black box nature of the neural networks does not show to get to the knowledge, it only shows that some inputs will render this and that output, i.e., its representation is non-symbolic. The real advantage of neural networks are their capacity to emulate any function, this implies that the entire network will specialize in that particular function therefore it cannot specialize on everything. Among the common types of Neural Network the following can be found: perceptrons which do not have hidden layers; Feed forward networks, back propagation and resilient propagation which are networks with the same structure but differ in the approach used to adjust the weights of the networks; Radio based function networks; Hopfield networks, which are bidirectional associative networks; and self-organizing feature maps, which are a kind of network that does not require much training per se; among others (Rojas 1996, Kriesel, 2011). Neural networks indeed are of very different
natures but in the end they are all based on connectionist theory and are inspired on biological neural networks, in particular the human, brain science.

Ontologies remain a debate issue in two aspects, first as to what is to be considered an ontology, and second how it should be used in computer science (Weller, 2007). Some authors argue that simple hierarchical relations in a structure is not enough as to call it an ontology (Gauch & et. al 2007), while others use these simple structures and argument they are (Weller, 2007). The most relevant insights in artificial intelligence as to how to define ontologies in computer systems are provided by Gruber: “An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualisation … A conceptualisation is an abstract, simplified view of the world that we want to represent… For AI systems, what ‘exists’ is that which can be represented.” (Gruber, 1993). Gruber also notes that “Ontologies are not about truth or beauty, they are agreements, made in a social context, to accomplish some objectives, it’s important to understand those objectives, and be guided by them.” (Gruber, 2003) However this definition has created a new debate since it also applies to folksonomies (Gruber, 2007), especially since ontologies and folksonomies (Medelyan & Legg 2008) became popular in the context of semantic web through RDF and OWL (McGuiness & Harmelen, 2004) specifications. Weller (2007) and Gruber (2007) present a deeper explanation of this debate as well as the differences and advantages of each of both folksonomies and ontologies. In practical sense ontology are flexible hierarchical structures that define in terms that a computer can understand, the relations between its elements, a language often used for this purpose is first order logic. In reality, ontologies have been used mostly as enhanced controlled vocabularies with associated functionalities and categorisation. Computational implementations of ontologies tend to resemble taxonomies or concept networks (Helbig, 2003, Chen 2009), i.e., semantic networks with formal conceptual descriptions for their associations, and therefore can be considered symbolic systems. Some examples of Ontology include those defined as part of an interaction communication protocol in multi agent systems (FIPA, 2000), those built through ontology edition tools for ontology web language (OWL) like protégé which are used to build the semantic net, and project CYC which will be addressed in section 4.

All representation models presented satisfy the three basic characteristics placed above. Both symbolic and distributed systems recognise a concept as a unit of knowledge, the main difference between them is that one approach models it as a symbol and the other as a pattern. Both approaches agree on the need for associations between concepts and both recognise that the configuration of the associations also represents knowledge. It should be noted that some symbolic models like ontologies include instances as another layer for representation of the embodiment of a concept, however not every models includes them and therefor even though they will be mentioned in future sections they will not be included within the basic characteristics that all knowledge representation models have in common. With this we conclude a basic introduction of what knowledge is and how it is represented in computers, now we will analyse each of the basic units that compose knowledge: concepts, skills and associations.

3. Concepts, skills and their acquisition

We have already explained that knowledge is divided in two types: factual and procedural; Roughly speaking factual knowledge in a higher cognitive dimension can represent
concepts, and procedural knowledge in higher cognitive scale can be used to represent skills. As was mentioned in section 1, this does not mean that any fact can be considered a concept or any procedure a skill, the inter-association between each of these components as well as the structures they build must also be considered. To get a deeper understanding of knowledge we now review each of these components in more depth.

3.1 Definition of concept

The definition of a concept is closely related to the discussion of knowledge, in fact most of the theories attempting to explain one also explain the other. The most traditional definitions of concepts are based on Aristotelian philosophy and can be considered as revisions and complements previous works in the same line, Representational Theory of the Mind (Hobbes, 1651) was the first formalisation of this philosophy and Language of Thought hypothesis (Fodor, 2004) is the latest extension added to it.

The Representational Theory of the Mind (RTM) states concepts and ideas as mental states with attributes sometimes defined as images, the Language of Thought (LOT) hypothesis states that thoughts are represented in a language which is supported by the principles of symbolic logic and computability. Reasoning can be formalised into symbols and characters; hence it can be described and mechanised. In other words RTM states that concepts exist as mental objects with attributes, while LOT states that concepts are not images but words in a specific language of the mind subject to a unique syntax. A complete and practical definition of concept should be influenced by those two aspects, and therefore be as follows: A concept is considered as the representation of a mental object and a set of attributes, expressed through a specific language of the mind which lets it be represented through symbols or patterns which are computable. Such approach defines concepts as objects formed by a set of attributes, in the same atomic way as the Classic Theory of Concept Representation does (Osherson & Smith, 1981), but also considers descriptive capabilities of the role of a concept in the same as the approach of Concepts as Theory Dependent (Carey, 1985; Murphy and Medin, 1985; Keil,1987). This definition is useful for declarative knowledge since it can be easily included to most existing models and remains specific enough to be computationally implemented as will be shown in section 4.

3.2 Definition of skill

Philosophic views such as (Dummet 1993, Kenny 2010) propose that abilities and concepts are the same thing, however, these approaches have not been very popular in computer and cognitive sciences, because of studies made in learning theories from Cognitive Science provide a more practical and empirical approach which instead support the Aristotelian view of concepts. Skills are practical manifestations of procedural knowledge, the most popular definitions of skills used today are based on constructivist theories and variations of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Skills, this comes as a historic consequence of research in education, were skills is a core interest in educational psychology. Therefore, it is then not strange that the most referenced theories for skill development are found in this social science. Vygotsky’s constructivist theory (Vygotsky, 1986) explains how skills are developed through a complex association process and upon construction of dynamic structures which can be traced through internal language or speech. Bloom’s taxonomy for skills provides perhaps the most practical classification and enumeration of cognitive, social and physical
skills. The combination of those works establishes enough theoretical insight to build more complex models for skill representation, such as those used in Cognitive Informatics for the Real Time Process Algebra (Wang, 2002), Newell’s Soar cognitive architecture (Newell, 1990) and Anderson’s ACT-R cognitive architecture (Anderson, 1994).

In Thought and Language, Vygostky (1986) explains several processes used to learn and create ideas. Ideas stated as concepts and skills dynamic in nature behave as processes in continual development which go through three evolution stages starting at the basic stage of syncretism heaps, which are loosely coupled ideas through mental images, and concluding in formal abstract stable ideas, which are fully developed concepts and skills that manifest in language.

Benjamin Bloom (1956) developed a taxonomy for skills with a very practical approach, in which three domains are specified: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. Each domain contains different layers depending on the complexity of the particular skill. Bloom’s taxonomy is widely used, however, as with any other taxonomy, criticisms have been raised; Spencer Kagan (2008) made the following observations:

1. A given skill can have different degrees of complexity; hence a layer model might not provide an adequate representation.
2. Skill integration in complexity order does not always keep true.

These observations imply that if there is a hierarchy in skills it must be dynamic in nature and this characteristic must be taken into account when defining what a skill is. The idea of flexible structure can also be found in Vygotsky’s theories. In the framework for Cognitive Informatics, Wang (2002) proposes an entire system for describing processes, according to what we now know of procedural knowledge we can use such system to define skills in computational terms, thus under this train of thought skills are pieces of computer code located in an action buffer, such processes are composed by sub-processes and are described using Real Time Process Algebra (RTPA). RTPA is oriented to a structured approach where a skill is not as flexible as Kagan’s observations suggest, the types of data, processes, meta-processes and operations between skills, should be included in a comprehensive definition of skills.

Using constructivist theories as a basis, Bloom’s taxonomies for organisation and the cognitive architectures for mappings to computational terms, a generic definition for skills in computer systems can be stated as: A cognitive process that interacts with one or more concepts as well as other skills through application and has a specific purpose which produces internal or external results. Skills have different degrees of complexity and may be integrated or composed by other skills. In contrast with concepts which are factual entities by nature, skills are process oriented, they are application/action related by nature and it is common to describe them using verbs.

3.3 Associations between concepts and skills

Of the three basic common characteristics of knowledge stated in section 1, perhaps the second characteristic: Concepts have relations or associations to other concepts, is the most agreed upon. Every theory and model reviewed so far agrees that associations are vital to knowledge (Hobbes, 1651, Fodors, 1975, Vygotsky, 1986, Bloom, 1956, Kagan, 2003, Newell,
1990, Anderson, 1994, Quillian, 1968, Wang, 2002, Helbig, 2003, among others); the differences appear when defining their properties and implications, these are better observed in cognitive or computer models, since more general theories tend to be vague in this regard and detailed specification is a requirement for computer models (Marr, 1982). Most declarative knowledge representation models rely on propositional logic or its graphical equivalents in network representations e.g., Cyc (Read & Lenat, 2002), WordNet (Miller, 1990), OAR (Wang, 2006), Multinet (Helbig, 2003) and Telos (Paquette, 1990) among others, the specific type of the network is determined by aspects such as directionality of associations (Helbig, 2003), the type of association (Wang, 2006), if the associations allows cycles, if they are hierarchical in nature (Paquette, 1990) or mixed and if there is a grouping or filtering scheme for them.

Traditional semantic networks only used presence or absence of associations; current semantic networks such as MultiNet or Object Attribute Relation OAR (Wang, 2007) provide deeper types of associations and integrate layers for knowledge composition. Examples of deeper type of association can be seen in MultiNet where associations are defined as a third type of node that contain procedural knowledge similar to Minsky frames, or OAR associations which are described as types of relations which can be grouped into several categories: Inheritances, Extension, Tailoring, Substitute, Composition, Decomposition, Aggregation and Specification. OAR categories are in fact operations for Concept Algebra (Wang, 2006), i.e., a mathematical way to describe how knowledge structures are integrated. Concept algebra does not include procedural knowledge, for this reason RTPA has a different set of associations which describe a hierarchy for composition of processes; both real time process and concept algebras are integrated in a higher framework called system algebra (Wang, 2009).

Associations are important because they create the context and embody semantic meaning for each context, some authors refer to this as sense (Vygostky, 1986), others discriminate between intrinsic knowledge, i.e., knowledge inherent to that concept, and context knowledge i.e., knowledge inferred from the associations and other concepts surrounding the original concept (Helbig, 2008). Understanding these approaches we can then summarise that an association is a relation between two elements, which can be skills or concepts that contain a particular function and a directionality that explains the nature of the relation. Groups of associations are what create contexts and each of these contexts may provide a uniquely different sense to a concept or skill which should reflect upon interpretation and inference process.

4. A model for the representation of concepts and skills in different contexts

An important functionality for knowledge representation models is the capacity to represent multiple contexts in a single instantiation, as well as the impact that context changes have on a concept’s meaning. Approaches such as micro-theories models used in Cyc contemplate this and have successfully managed to combine multiple facts of a subjective nature into a coherent knowledge base, however, Cyc requires understanding of its own native language which is based on predicate logic semantics for information modelling and for information extraction as well, this has proven a problem for most users (Lenat, 2006). Simpler graphical representations which retain this context flexibility and can be represented in computers present an attractive alternative for average users,
such as domain experts not versed in CYC language. Graphical oriented models such as Multinet or OAR have been used for natural language processing and for knowledge composition and process specification respectively, but their focus is not to represent several contexts a time.

Multinet for example has specific context differentiation based on grammar attributes such as singular or plural elements, however, it does not have differentiators for the concepts meaning when the context changes. In these models when a new context is to be created only a small fraction of the information of concepts is reused and most of it has to be re-instantiated for each domain, this is a common trait of knowledge representation models that have instances as part of their model. OAR presents a similar situation since the context is defined as the relation between objects and its attributes in a given set (Wang, 2006). OAR is more flexible and does contemplate multiple contexts for the instantiations of the concepts, but not for the concepts themselves, which means that what are dynamic are not the concepts themselves but the objects in regard to the context. The implication for this is that a concept will have several different instantiations depending on the context, however this issue does not represent the impact the context has on the formation of a concept as was described by Vygotsky (1986).

4.1 The memory map model

The Memory Map (MM) is a knowledge representation model for concepts and skills, its main goal is to represent the interaction of these elements in different contexts, including the representation of concepts which meaning changes according to the context, i.e., semantic environments. The MM can be visualised as a semantic network which is compliant with the theoretical views presented in section 1 and 2. The main difference between the MM and other models is that the MM strongly focuses in context flexibility, because of this approach, in the MM concepts and skills must have an open granularity subject to the modeller’s criteria; an arbitrary level of atomicity which can be specified for each concept, and dynamic hierarchies which can change for different domains of knowledge. The implementation of the MM is a directed graph, very similar to the more flexible types of semantic networks and to ontologies.

4.2 Memory map components

There are three main components in the MM which were developed using the theoretical bases for knowledge stated in section 1:

1. **Concepts** referred to as Concept Representation Units (Concept-RU), they are represented as the round nodes in the network.
2. **Skills** referred to as Skill Representation Units (Skill-RU), they are represented as the round nodes in the network.
3. **Associations** between the members of Concept-RUs, between the members of Skill-RUs and associations among Concept-RUs and Skill-RUs, they are the arcs in the network.

4.2.1 Concept representation units

The basic definition for concept in the MM can be described by the elements of section 2. Syntactically, each concept is enclosed in its particular Concept-RU which has associations
to other Skill-RUs and Concept-RUs. The attributes of concepts and skills together with their associations define their semantics, therefore any skill or concept is described and defined by the associations it has with other skills and concepts. This means that a Concept-RU has little intrinsic knowledge, and almost all the knowledge is provided from its context through its associations which are also its attributes. A concept’s meaning changes depending on the group of attributes that are tagged for each different domain. Using the domain tags for attributes allows a Concept-RU to represent an indeterminate amount of meanings for that concept, since ultimately the concept is in fact a structure; an example of this is presented in figure 5, where the concept cell is represented for 3 different contexts: Biology, Buildings and Communications. A similar approach for attributes can be found in distributed systems with local representation (Eysenck, 2010), which could be closest thing to a hybrid representation model between the symbolic and the distributed systems.

Fig. 5. Example of concept representation unit in three different contexts

Formally a Concept Representation Unit is defined as:

$$c(n, A, x)$$

where $c$ is a concept with a name or identifier $n$, a set of attributes $A$, and a numerical level of knowledge $x$, where $A$ is

$$A = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, ..., a_n\}$$

each $a$ is an association from the concept to other concepts or skills, and $n$ is the total number associations that the Skill-RU has. Two associated concepts or skills will share an association for each context, so the intersection of both concepts must return all the associations by which they are related. Hence if $c_a$ and $c_b$ are associated as follows:

$$c_a(n, \{a_1, a_2, a_3, ..., a_n\}, x) \cap c_b(n, \{b_1, b_2, b_3, ..., b_n\}, x) \neq 0$$

The context representation is handled within each association and will be explained in 4.2.4 and 4.3.

4.2.2 Skill representation units

In accordance to what was established in section 2, a skill in the MM is a cognitive process that interacts with one or more concepts and other skills, usually through application, which
has a specific purpose and produces a certain result, be it internal or external. Skills have different degrees of complexity and can be integrated with other skills. Skills are process oriented, they are action related by nature, for this reason they are described using verbs. Figure 5 shows the representation for two different versions of Bloom’s taxonomy, versions of skills can also be modelled as different contexts, this way combinations of trees and domains of concepts can be used to model knowledge domains in a flexible way re-using most of the information already contained in the model. To represent the dynamicity described by Vygotsky, Skill-RU have knowledge levels which indicate how evolved a Skill-RU or a Concept-RU is, this number can be mapped using thresholds to indicate if a structure is weak, i.e., syncretic or strong and stable, i.e., conceptual. The way in which knowledge is extracted and calculated is explained in 4.2.4.

In a formal definition a Skill-RU is similar to the Concept-RU, the main difference is the type of associations skills have which reflect a more application oriented nature. A skill is defined as follows:

$$s(n,A,x)$$

Two associated concepts or skills will share an association for each different context, so the intersection of both skills must return all the associations by which they are related. Hence if $S_a$ and $S_b$ are associated:

$$s_a(n,\{a_1,a_2,\ldots,a_n\},x) \cap s_b(n,\{b_1,b_2,\ldots,b_n\},x) \neq 0$$

### 4.2.3 Associations

Skill-RUs and Concept-RUs are the constituents in the MM and are glued through associations, there is only one restriction in the associations and that is that only Skill-RUs can have application oriented roles. Skill-RUs and Concept-RUs have independent organisation structures within the MM structure, this is used to represent composition of skill and of concepts as is shown in figure 7.
The purpose of the associations is to represent how concepts and skills relate to each other to generate knowledge. Knowledge is not only a group of stored concepts, but the structure of associations itself. An association therefore must:

- Provide information of the nature of the relation, knowing that the nature of a relation allows us to understand how the structure is to behave and enables more complex reasoning processes.
- Provide information of the directionality of causality, the inheritance of attributes in directly dependent on this factor, when we say inheritance of attributes we also mean inheritance of associations.
- Provide information as to the domain where it is valid, so the structure can be context sensitive and discriminate which associations hold true for a domain and which do not.
- Provide quantitative information of the strength of the association, knowing the strength of an association will allow probabilistic estimation of how much is known of a concept or skill, this is letting the structure know how much does it know regarding that specific relation.

An association $a$ is defined as a relationship between two representation units which may be either a Concept-RU or a Skill-RU, the first unit is predecessor $pre$ and the second is successor $suc$. The association role $r$ contains specific information that describes the nature of the relationship and the set of domains $D$ where the association holds true and $y$ indicates the strength of the association.

$$ a(\text{pre}, \text{suc}, r, D, y) $$

where $u$ represents a unit which might either be a concept or a skill, this holds true for groups as well:

$$ U(\text{u}_1, \text{u}_2, \text{u}_3, ...) = C(\text{c}_1, \text{c}_2, \text{c}_4, ...) \cup S(\text{s}_1, \text{s}_2, \text{s}_3, ...) $$
An example of associations with the information attributes presented above is presented in figure 8.

Two representation units can share more than one association as is shown in figure 9, the only restriction is that there can only be one association per domain with the same role and between the same RUs, this avoids two things: the first is direct contradictions within the same domain in case the directionality for that role is inversed, the second is redundancy of information in the case of two associations with the same directionality and the same role which will result in unnecessary repeated information.

Since associations contain the information regarding the domain, they change when the domain changes, examples are presented in figures 5 and 6. Roles or types of associations...
can be freely defined and integrated into the model as long as they have a consistent functionality; MultiNet presents a similar approach for its types of relations (Helbig, 2003), the main difference being that MultiNet focuses on natural language and requires more types of relation to describe lexical and grammatical rules. A solid and economic base to describe knowledge composition can be found in OARs types of associations, with only 8 types of associations and an instantiation OAR provides congruent mathematical explanations of concept composition. The MM can use any type and number of roles to describe the basic composition for Concept-RUs and Skill-RUs; several examples based on OARs associations are shown in table 1. On the other hand, the MM does not create objects and instantiations as OAR does, in the MM both are treated as the same thing, for this reason some of the types of associations used in OAR become redundant in the MM as is shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role types:</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>decomposition</td>
<td>the inverse behaviour of composition, it is rarely used since it can be substituted by backtracking the directionality of composition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggregation</td>
<td>the same behaviour as the tailoring role, it can be substituted since due to the nature of the MM model it has no application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specification</td>
<td>the same behaviour as the extension role, it can be substituted since due to the nature of the MM model it has no application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substitution</td>
<td>attributes change for different instantiations, this is not necessary in the MM for domain filtering naturally and transparently handles this substitution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Association types of OAR that becomes redundant or Useless in MM.

A graphical representation of how each association role is presented in figure 10.

Fig. 10. Examples of OAR types of associations Composition, Inheritance, Tailoring and Extension integrated into MM model as roles.
4.3 Context and inter context associations

Context is the embodiment of semantic knowledge, that is, the way in which groups of ideas are associated. In the MM a context is the body of knowledge composed by one or more domains of knowledge, associations are subject to the domains they belong to, an association between two RU’s must belong to at least one domain, using the combination of multiple domains different contexts may be built. A domain cannot present a contradiction within itself, however built contexts can present contradictions since each domain included in a context may have contradictory knowledge in the form of a same role with inverse directionality, because of this when combining several domains into a mixed context, priority mechanisms for contradictions should be defined as well. Contradictions may generate problems such as creating cyclic structure in MM, this is a common problem for flexible low restriction model like Ontology Web Language OWL (McGuinness & Harmelen, 2004). OWL in its first two levels establishes mainly treelike structures, but at its most expressive and flexible level OWL cannot guaranty computability (McGuinness & Harmelen, 2004), this seems to be a common fault for which workarounds can be made in implementations such as memory stacks or limits in searches, but there seems to be no model solution in sight which does not compromise the models flexibility.

4.4 Knowledge extraction

If the model used for knowledge representation is flexible enough then complex information may be extracted using simple functions or algorithms, such is the case of the MM. Queries or knowledge extraction in the model are performed through simple unguided recursive searches that return relevant segments of the MM, it must be stated that the main focus of this knowledge representation model is to be able to easily access information for open questions such as: what does this MM know about concept A or skill B? What are the attributes of concept A? How are concepts A and B related under this particular domain of knowledge? What attributes of A hold for every domain? What concepts are related by type of association a? Each of these questions can be answered using the domain or combination of domains, the roles of associations, the depth of knowledge, the directionality knowledge and the combination of all of the above.

Basic knowledge extraction in the MM can be described by the recursive function:

\[
\begin{align*}
&f\left(\left((u)(n,A,x)\right)_{i}, r_{j}, d_{k}\right) = f\left(\left((u)(n,A,x)\right)_{i-1}, r_{j+1}, d_{k+1}\right)
&i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n \\
&j = 0, 1, 2, ... , m \\
&k = 0, 1, 2, ... , l
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( n \) is the number of existing concepts or skill levels that the search can reach, \( m \) is the number of existing roles and \( l \) is the number of existing domains. The function in turn will return a group of associations, because the associations themselves represent the structure of knowledge that is sought. We now provide different examples of how the function works for some of the questions presented above:

What does this MM know? If the MM is queried with function setting as parameter \( n, m, \) and \( l \), then the function returns the whole MM as is shown in figures 11, 12 and 13.-What is concept
A composed of or what class does it belong to? If the MM is queried with the function from $i$ to $n$, the search will return a structure of units for a domain $k$ with the role $j$, as is shown in figure 10. This represents a hierarchy or a chain of composition, though this will be subject to what role $j$ is.

What are the attributes of concept $A$? If the MM is queried with the function from $j$ to $m$, the search will return every role associated to the concept $i$ in the domain $k$, as is shown in figure 12. This represents the direct attributes of the central concept.
What attributes does concept A hold for in different domains? If the MM is queried with the function from \( k \) to \( l \), the search will return every association with role \( j \) associated to the concept \( i \) in every domain, as is shown in figure 13. This represents every possible meaning the concept might take in a completely open context.

![Complete Memory Map](image1)

Fig. 13. The result for an every domain or open context search for one concept and with one role.

The rest of the questions can be answered with combinations of these criteria.

### 4.5 Knowledge acquisition

New knowledge is acquired by associating it to previous knowledge. Acquisition in the MM also follows this principle, new representation units must be integrated with the main body of representation units that are already known, this follows also the constructivist principle that knowledge is constructed upon more knowledge, hence the more we know the easier it is to learn and retain knowledge in long term memory. This approach establishes then some restrictions:

- For a concept or skill to be considered as part of knowledge it must be associated to the structure of knowledge. A domain can appear to have sparsity, i.e., secluded knowledge, however it is because there is an association that link’s that concept or skill to the whole structure which cannot be seen because it is part of a different domain. Though the domain seems disconnected, other domains complement it in a natural way and therefore the MM is congruent in general. A real life example of this can be seen in academic courses where requirements come from different fields, e.g., knowledge of programming as well as propositional logic are required for the understanding of artificial intelligence, though they might not be directly related between each other, a novice’s MM in the domain of artificial intelligence would appear fragmented since some of the concepts would not be yet related through this domain, however, knowledge of both programming and logic must be associated through other currently
hidden domains in the novice’s MM because they cannot be completely secluded. If knowledge is found to be completely secluded through every context then this represents a memorised fact instead of knowledge.

- Associations must always be linked to representation units, an association cannot be linked to an empty unit or remain unlinked.
- If a new concept or skill is to be integrated, then the representation units must be created first and the association later. If a structure is to be integrated, then this process is repeated recursively for each unit of the structure.

In general the integration of new knowledge to the structure is described in figure 14.

![Diagram of concept and skill integration](image)

Fig. 14. Integration of new concepts and skills to the structure of knowledge.

### 4.6 Knowledge measuring

Knowledge measuring in the MM is subject to context, only in few occasions will it be desired to know all the information from a concept in every domain, most of the time the interest will be in knowing the level of knowledge for a concept in regard to a context. There are two scenarios for knowledge measuring: the first when knowledge is measured in an absolute way, and second when knowledge is measured through a query. The differences between them will now be explained.

To know the general knowledge grade of a concept the average of numeric value $v$ of each association is multiplied by an associative factor determined by:

$$\text{Associative Factor} = 1 + (@) \times 0.1$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $@$ is the number of selected associations, the factor represents the increment of impact of a more associated concept, this means that if two concepts have the same average of association strength, the associative factor will give a higher grade to the more associated
concept. The general knowledge measurement for a representation unit would be calculated by:

$$\text{Representation Unit } K - \text{level} = \left( \text{Average}(v) \right)^* \text{AssociativeFactor}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $v$ is the numerical value of a group of associations that were selected.

When measuring knowledge for the general case, 10 will be used for the concept with every existing association, when measuring knowledge for a specific context only those associations included in the domains will be used, therefore a concept will have a different knowledge value for each context. When measuring the knowledge of a group of representation units, a similar approach is used:

$$\text{Segment } K - \text{level} = \left( \text{Average}(\text{RUK - level}) \right)^* 1 + (\#\text{RU})*0.1$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where RU level is the representation unit knowledge level, and the average of all the selected concepts are multiplied by a factor determined by representation units, hence if two segments have an equal amount of knowledge level in their representation units, then the segment having more representation units, i.e., concepts and skills is said to have more knowledge.

### 4.7 Properties of the MM

The fact that every attribute is considered as a mixture between a concept and an association in the memory and that depending on the current context, this change generates properties which make the MM flexible and expressive:

- **Open/Unlimited Granularity.** Since the composition of knowledge is a network structure, there can be an indeterminate number of levels to specify composition. A field expert can determine the level of granularity specification for any unit, this means different units within the structure can have different granularities.

- **Dynamic Hierarchy.** Concept and skill representation units can be integrated into proper hierarchies through roles and directionality of associations; a unit can be placed in several taxonomies, i.e., in several hierarchies, where each hierarchy belongs to a different context, the combination of several domains with different hierarchy structures generate in turn new hierarchies, making the hierarchies dynamic and context dependent. This enables the use of semantic information contained in the taxonomy for a context that includes that taxonomy.

- **Economy of Knowledge.** The structure is developed in a way to avoid information redundancy, i.e. the same nodes are used for different knowledge structures, each one of them delimited by a different context.

- **Informativeness Capability.** There is no limit to the amount of Concept-RUs or Skill-RUs in a structure, nor is there a limit to the depth of the knowledge represented, that is, there is no limit for the hierarchy of attributes and associations.

- **Flexibility.** The structure can create associations between any Concept-RU and Skill-RU, and each association can have several roles each offering a unique behaviour.
5. Application of the MM in an advanced learning environment

The problems and challenges found in the development of smart tools for education remain attractive and closely linked to knowledge representation models in general, for this reason the MM was instrumented as part of an Advance Learning Environment where it is used for the adaptation of learning resources. The adaptation is done through user profiles that contain user knowledge, interest, learning styles and emotional profiles. Similar approaches have been presented in (Carchiolo, Longheu & Malgeri, 2002, Van Marcke, 1998) where integral user profiles are used to model generic personalisation of learning environments. Knowledge Representation models have been used for education successfully in Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction ICAI (Nwanna, 1990), Adaptive Hypermedia (Brusilovsky, 2004) and Intelligent Tutoring System ITS (Nwanna, 1990) fields, the frameworks and architectures established in these fields can be described as generic adaptation processes, these greatly eases the transition of a purely theoretical models to practical implementations in human learning environments.

5.1 Proposed architecture

The architecture for an Advance Learning Environment is meant to provide optimal learning conditions both physical: by adjusting settings such as environment noise, temperature and illumination, as well as cognitive conditions: through the personalisation of learning resources, media, activities, sequencing, evaluation methods and content. To achieve this, the architecture requires physical sensors and algorithms to process the user physical information, such methods are described in (Ramirez, Concha, & Valdes, 2010, Arroyo & Cooper, 2009) and include body temperature, posture detection, heart rate, facial expression recognition, among others. Each of these methods pass the processed input information to a group of algorithms which will decide what adaptations need to be made to achieve optimal learning conditions.

The complete architecture is presented in figure 15, the cycle that describes the operation of the system is the following:

1. Starting on the side of the figure we can observe tools for editing the MM, integrating Learning Objects (LO) and Learning Services (LS), modifying student portfolios and creating assessments. The tools are meant to assist teachers in the development of the MMs to be used in their courses, and for students to consult and partially edit their own portfolios. The student portfolios include their cumulative MM from every course they have taken, their emotional-cognitive mappings, their learning profile and their explicit interest and learning goals. Through these editors information is manually captured into the entire system.

2. Once the system has a complete user portfolio, a MM of the course designed by expert and enough LOs and LSs, the system can start the personalisation process. If the student is new to the system and does not have a MM, the process starts with an initial evaluation. The evaluation can be either a regular test, automated observation or through expert direct assessment, with this information the student’s MM is created, or updated if a MM already exists.

3. Using heuristics based on the user knowledge level and the course MM, the system determines the next concepts to present. This is done through an overlay approach, i.e., the student knowledge must be a subset of the expert knowledge, (Brusilovsky, 2007).
4. Knowing what the next concept or skill to be taught should be, the system selects from a library of LOs and LSs the most adequate object for the user’s profile from a group the group of LSs and LOs that match the selected knowledge.

5. Once the object is selected it passes onto a learning management system (LMS) (Alcorn, & et al. 2000) where the learning object will be integrated into the main sequence of activities to be presented to the student, in this stage smaller modifications regarding the presentation of the object such as colour, font size, layout and duration are also made.

6. Depending on the activity, the student must go through a knowledge evaluation regarding the content just presented either through behaviour observation during activity or through a post-test.

7. With the feedback obtained from this evaluation the student’s MM is updated and the cycle begins again until the desired concepts in MM of the course are learnt.

While this is all taking place, physical sensors are continually observing and gathering data to estimate the users emotional condition and with this information the user profile is updated as to determine what factors in the learning process affect the student’s emotional state, with enough information on this regard patterns can be established as to predict what will cause undesirable stress in the student. This factor is considered into the algorithms in charge of conceptual selection and those in charge of content personalisation. We will now review each of these applications of the memory map in the advance learning environment with more detail.

**Fig. 15. The architecture of the Advanced Learning Environment**

### 5.2 Knowledge representation for apprentice/student modelling

If personalisation is desired then a source of information is required, a knowledge representation model is the ideal source of information for advanced adaptations. This is because a knowledge representation model, usually a concept or semantic network, contains key information on how ideas are related and how to present them to a student through a complex negotiation process which can be described through algorithms supported on learning theories, in particular the constructivist theory (Vygotsky, 1986).
In education systems architectures, user modelling is divided into two categories: student model and expert model (Nwanna, 1990, Murray, 1999), whereas their name states the student model contains the information regarding student knowledge and the expert model contains all the information an expert should know for that context. In the advanced learning environment the MM is used to model both the expert model and the student model. The MM is used to model the concepts and associations that a group of students is expected to learn during an academic course or subject to be learnt, this is called the course-MM and would be equivalent to the expert model on cognitive agent architecture; each association and representation unit is taken to be an implicit learning objective which will be mapped to LOs and LSs. For the student a MM is created for her/his particular knowledge, the students MM are built and expanded using academic tests with specifically designed questions to inquire if an association between particular concepts exists, this approach, where a set of specifically designed questions reflect the knowledge of a user on a domain, is used in knowledge spaces theory as well (Doignon & Falmagne 1999).

The fact that both knowledge structures are represented using the same knowledge representation model makes the use of an overlay approach natural for detecting differences between what the student knows and what the courses conceptual contents are, i.e., what the student knows and what he/she must learn in the course. Almost any knowledge representation model can be used to represent both the student model and the expert model, however the context management attributes of the MM allow it to represent several different student domains of the same student for different courses, this is, each context dynamically established in the MM can be treated as a different knowledge domain either for student or for the expert. For example if learner A enrols in course B, only the knowledge in student A’s MM that is labelled under the domain (of the course) B or the representation units that are detected to be equivalent to those found in B, will be used for the content selection in the system, as shown in figure 16. The updates to student A’s MM will be labelled under the domain B, therefore incrementing A’s MM, both in this particular context and in general. A more detail explanation as to the methods used for the personalisation of the learning path can be found in (Ramirez & Valdes 2011).

![Fig. 16. Example of one student memory map. Student A is being used for an overlay approach in two courses: course A and course B.](image)

Several courses and topics such as: Artificial Intelligence, Theory of Computation and Search Algorithms have been modelled using the MM and have been used in preliminary tests of the presented architecture, segments of each of the MMs are shown in figures 17, 18 and 19. Only
Fig. 17. Segments of MMs for Theory of Computation.

Fig. 18. Segments of MMs for Artificial Intelligence course.
segments are shown because the real MMs are much bigger, the largest map is of an entire course on Artificial Intelligence, it has over 90 associations just between Concept-RUs and 40 mixed associations between the Concept-RUs and Skill-RUs. In this map there are no associations between Skill-RUs and Skill-RUs. The ABET skill taxonomy was used -- although any taxonomy can be used--; ABET taxonomy is based on Bloom’s but has no real hierarchy for skill composition.

5.3 Knowledge representation working with emotional feedback

In recent years affective learning has becomes one of the main focuses for learning research (Arroyo & Cooper, 2009, Hernández,Sucar & Conati 2009, Ramirez,Concha & Valdes, 2010a, 2010b), it has been proven that emotional conditions have a strong impact in the learning process of students and furthermore certain combination of emotions have been detected on which optimal learning takes place and reduces learning curve (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991). The advanced learning environment architecture contemplates this factor by using non-invasive sensors matching physical and physiological signals through correlations between temporal emotions and subject’s learning processes. Diverse physical and physiological variables can be used to trace the emotional condition of a person, such as cardiac pulse, respiratory rate, posture, facial and voice expressions, etc. The cardiac pulse in particular is a reliable signal that carries useful information about the subject’s emotional condition, it is detected using a classroom chair adapted with non-invasive EMFi sensors and an acquisition system that generates ballistocardiogram (BCG) signals, which are analysed to obtain cardiac pulse statistics. If emotions can be successfully monitored then a relation can be established between the emotional state, performance and characteristics of learning activities such as difficulty, time constrains and presentation style among others.

On another facet, Steels (2004) demonstrated that the level of difficulty in a task does have an impact in the emotional process. Difficulty can be associated with the contents presented
in learning activities to students and their previous experience, i.e., the student’s skills and concepts. It is common in current “industrial” education systems to find students that lack previous context specific knowledge to comprehend new ideas, this generates stress and frustration and hinders the learning process. To help the learner get into an adequate emotional state for learning, not only the physical environment should be appropriate; but also the content of the learning subject itself and the order in which it is presented. Altering the order of learning activities might prove to be cheaper and more effective, the problem is to know the most appropriate order for each individual. The main goal is to create a positive emotional impact through personalisation; in order to do this we need to detect and avoid stress barriers due to an excess of difficulty and the lack of proper basis for the learning of complex concepts.

Keeping a record of the emotional feedback and the current LO or LS being presented enables a mapping between the emotions and the content. Negative emotional conditions can be predicted and avoided through pre-emptive adaptations. For example, if a student is presented with very advanced content that she is unable to understand, it is probable that she will experience frustration and anxiety; on the other hand, if she is presented with basic content which she already knows, it is probable that she will experience apathy or boredom (Steels, 2005). On the first case a previous learning activity to develop required skills before entering the scheduled learning activity is introduced in her learning flow; on the second case the learning activity can be skipped or eliminated. A second option in either case would consist of changing the difficulty level of the activity to better suit her. Detection of emotional condition and according reaction in the sequence of learning activities adaptation can be used to check if a previous adaptation is adequate. For example, if frustration is detected in a student while performing an activity, her MM would be checked to verify that she indeed has the required skills for the activity, in case the content is too advanced, assistance would be provided in the way of an AI tutor or an assistance signal could be emitted to the professor if deemed necessary.

6. Summary

In this chapter it was presented the basic concepts behind Knowledge Representation and types of knowledge going from traditional theories such as RTM to modern ones such as LOTH and showing not only how each discipline or science, including Philosophy, Psychology, Cognitive Science, Brain Science and Computer Science, has its own approach and limitations, but also that most of them complement each other and are situated upon three similar bases. We have also analysed the theoretical foundations for the explanation of the components of knowledge: concepts, skills and associations, including the way in which these are acquired, the way they interact, and their impact in other processes of cognition which in turn allow us to understand the reasons why computer models for knowledge representation are the way they are, and also, how each of these models can and have been used in recent years, in general terms. Additionally, we presented an original computer model for general knowledge representation, called Memory Map (MM). MM integrates both, skills and concepts into dynamic hierarchies defined by domains that reflect knowledge as context dependent. The MM was compared with similar models like MultiNet and OAR, showing similarities and differences, particularly regarding the representation of context. A practical application of the MM model was presented within a learning
environment architecture, showing several examples of domains of knowledge modelled with the it. Finally some applications of the MM model for the development of an information system for the personalisation of learning considering affective-cognitive aspects were discussed.
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